
P o i n t - o f - C a r e P o i n t - o f - N e e d ®

STORAGE.
ON SITE.
IN SIGHT.
AT HAND.

H e a l t h c a r e

S t o r a g e  S o l v e d®



YOUR PATIENT

Nurses walk an average of 1.75 miles  
 in an 8-hour shift.

Healthcare professionals experience an average  
   of 8.4 work-system failures – including not having  
      needed supplies on hand – per 8-hour shift.

Healthcare workers spend 42 minutes  
     of each 8-hour shift resolving  
          operational failures.

Source: Anita L. Tucker and Steven J. Spear, Operational Failures and Interruptions in Hospital Nursing, Health Research and Educational Trust, 2006, pp. 1-20.



Nurses spend just 31-44% of their time  
           in direct patient care activities.



With Spacesaver healthcare storage systems,  

everything’s right on hand. Conveniently at your  

fingertips. Giving you quick, easy access to  

supplies and materials right at your point of need.

You save both steps and time. Deliver care faster  

and more efficiently. Spend more time caring for  

patients. Optimize your space. Make more room 

for revenue-generating activities. Match storage  

to each department’s needs and space. Maximize  

your productivity and your long-term ROI.

With new developments in healthcare delivery come  

more instruments, supplies, medications and records.  

And each department in your facility has unique storage 

needs. As a storage solutions leader, Spacesaver has the  

team, talent and technology to meet those demands.

Where’s your shortest path from  

Point A to Point-of-Need® storage?

It’s right here.

ON HAND.



THE SUPPLIES YOU NEED.POINT-OF-NEED® STORAGE FOR

IN HAND. Shrinking resources. 
Skyrocketing caseloads.  
Tight space.  
And tighter budgets.

A growing demand for  
fast, efficient healthcare.  
And supply areas that  
are increasingly squeezed  
by revenue-generating  
functions. 

Your space management  
and storage challenges  
have many complex causes.  
And one simple solution.



CODE
Your best pharmacy and 
anesthesia storage solution  
is one that keeps your  
medications safe. Secure. 
And at your fingertips for  
fast retrieval. Spacesaver can 
create efficient, well-stocked 
storage even when space  
is at a premium. 

Effective pharmaceutical and anesthesiology storage mixes easy access with absolute 

medication security.

Flexible Spacesaver design options help you make the most out of limited space. 

Accommodate various package shapes and sizes. Carve out space for unit dose 

packaging systems. We offer solutions to better manage your medication inventory 

and its security. Improve your workflow by giving your staff fast, direct access. 

And easily adapt and update your storage as your needs change.
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Anesthesiology Equipment and Supplies Storage
Unique departments such as anesthesiology need 

storage solutions that are especially flexible.  
A mechanical-assist high-density mobile storage 

system – with slat walls on storage unit ends to 
hang wire bins for frequently used items – lets  

you store all of your anesthesiology equipment, 
supplies and cleaning agents in one location.

Bulk Pharmacy Storage
Ideal for storing pharmaceutical items 
in bulk, Spacesaver’s Eclipse Powered 
System® accommodates a broad mix  

of packages and containers in one  
unit – and turns wasted aisle space  

into productive storage space.



FrameWRX® Storage System
The most adaptable healthcare storage system  
available, our highly modular, fully flexible FrameWRX® 

storage system is perfect for pharmacies – and can  
also provide highly customizable storage in any area  
of your hospital. Hang bins, trays and pegs on its  
innovative rail system to maximize your medication 
storage, optimize your work space and change your 
storage as your needs change. An optional mobile  
feature further increases your storage density.

MEDS.

Pharmacy Storage – PharmaStor®

Durable Spacesaver shelving options help you 
keep medications well organized, highly visible 
and easily accessible. Designed specifically for 

the pharmacy, our PharmaStor® easy-access 
end-of-aisle shelves keep frequently used,  

fast-moving medications right up front.



STERILE STORAGE.

You need it quick. Clean. 
Controlled. And secure.  
From the OR to the cath lab, 
Spacesaver sterile storage  
systems can help ensure 
patient health by supporting  
a sterile environment.

Conveniently store pre-packed surgical procedure kits, prepared case carts and  

sterile bulk materials close to the point of need. Our efficient, flexible sterile supplies 

storage gives you better security and inventory control, too. 

During surgery, quick, easy access to sterile supplies is critical. Spacesaver operating 

room (OR) storage balances environmental control with ready accessibility to keep 

you operating smoothly – and maximize storage density in your surgical suite.

In the cath lab, safely store catheters of all sizes in drawers or on pegboards and  

slatwalls in hanging storage units. And Spacesaver systems optimize the storage of 

slides, paraffin blocks, chemicals, hematology supplies and reports in the clinical lab. 

They easily handle the substantial weight of drawers of glass slides and specimens 

while protecting them from breakage. 

Surgical Supply – Central Core 
Mechanical-assist mobile storage systems 

provide easy, safe, immediate access to 
stored supplies – especially crucial in the 

OR when retrieval time is critical. Designed 
to double the storage capacity of your  

original space, they hold virtually any type  
of storage module from wire racks to 

Plexiglas-fronted bins.
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Medical Laboratory
In two rooms – one refrigerated and 

one a freezer – mechanical-assist 
high-density mobile storage systems 

with stainless steel end panels and 
wire racks store thousands of tissue 

samples and biopsies.



In-Room OR Sterile Supply 
Durable Spacesaver stationary 
shelving options are ergonomi-
cally designed to improve visibility, 
accessibility and organization of 
sterile supplies right in the OR. 
Glass or Plexiglas doors keep  
supplies dust free, and allow you 
to quickly spot catheters, coronary 
stents, dressings and other items. 
Adjustable shelving easily accom-
modates changing medical supply 
package sizes.

Surgical Services – Core Supply 
Moving easily in and out without a fixed-

rail system, and with no aisle needed, 
our exclusive Quick-Space units are ideal 
for sterile supply storage in the OR. They 
offer easy installation and access in tight 

spaces, with clear Plexiglas fronts and 
sides that let you easily see supplies and 
help maintain a clean, neat appearance.

STAT.



Consolidate. Control. 
Centralize. Safeguard. It’s 
never been more critical to 
protect the privacy of your 
patient files. From medical  
records to radiology to 
administration, your secrets 
are safe with us.

The Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA ) requires  

you to keep all protected health information (PHI) strictly confidential. 

Spacesaver can help you consolidate medical records, X-rays and sensitive  

documents in central, supervised areas close to the point of need. So you  

control access. Increase accountability. Better manage files. And limit the  

likelihood of their improper use. 

Spacesaver solutions can help support your transition to electronic medical records by 

cost effectively managing all paper records on site. And Spacesaver mobile systems 

provide the needed space to store paper records for up to 20 years – helping you  

to comply with government regulations. Centralizing and consolidating your records 

reduces the need for off-site storage as well, saving you time and money.

Medical Record Review
A mechanical-assist high-density 

mobile storage system makes it easy 
to keep patient files conveniently 

available right near treatment areas 
for quick reference and review.
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KEEP THIS

Departmental Files
Double the number of  

records store within the  
same storage footprint, 

enabling departments to  
consolidate files into  

one secure area.



On-Site Medical Records Storage
By doubling your storage capacity, 

Eclipse Powered System® lets you keep 
more patient files right on site and  

readily accessible. Optional unit locks, 
lockable tambour doors, keypad  

entry systems and remote access  
control help limit unauthorized use.

CONFIDENTIAL.



Rehabilitation
A highly flexible Spacesaver system –  

featuring pegs, hooks, baskets, bins and 
shelves you can rearrange in virtually endless 
configurations – is ideal for storing the broad 

array of supplies and equipment needed by 
your rehabilitation department.

What shape is your storage 
in? Or would you like it to 
be? Combine our innovative 
products, tailored solutions 
and flexible applications, and 
we have the answer for your 
most specialized storage 
challenge. Or will create it. 
For any need. Anywhere.

Take your emergency room – fast becoming the new front door of your hospital. 

Here, you must efficiently store a growing diversity of supplies, materials and  

equipment. All well organized for easy, immediate access. 

The emergency department is just one of many areas throughout your hospital  

where we can apply the insight and ingenuity that have made us leading innovators 

in healthcare storage. With imaginative products and systems for storing anything 

more conveniently and efficiently. 

Drawing on a broad selection of Spacesaver options and configurations, our expert 

storage engineers work with you to deliver a tailored solution that optimizes your 

storage – and frees up valuable space to help you provide better patient care  

and generate more revenue.

Orthopedic Storage
A Spacesaver high-density mobile storage  

system keeps your large and highly diverse 
inventory of orthopedic supplies and  

equipment organized, accessible  
and at your fingertips.
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SPECIALIZED

DocLock™ Storage System
Spaciously designed to provide ample storage 
for clothing, equipment and personal items,  
our lockers are available in a wide variety of 
widths, interior designs, and base and top  
configurations to fit any need.



MEDICINE.

Surgical Services – OR Core
Located in the center of the surgical 
department, a mechanical-assist  
high-density mobile storage system 
ensures supplies are immediately 
available to each surgical suite.



Twice the capacity  
of standard storage.  
Flexible options for any 
space. Features for greater 
ease, speed and safety.  
A sure fit for your future.

You’ll get more out of Spacesaver storage solutions than you’ll ever put into them.

Like double the storage capacity in the same floor space. Handy, efficient storage  

virtually anywhere – even in often-wasted vertical space or under stairs. And easy 

reconfiguring to meet your changing needs.

With flexible Spacesaver systems, you can even use your existing cabinetry and  

shelving. And innovative features keep your stored items safe, secure and accessible.
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Catheter Storage OR Corridor – Sterile Supplies Surgical Services Medical Library

LOADED FOR



OR Corridor – Sterile Supplies Central Supply Linen Storage Dietary Storage

CARE.



Spacesaver Corporation is a division of KI. 

KI is a registered trademark of Krueger International, Inc.

Spacesaver is a registered trademark of Spacesaver Corporation.
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Smart. Storage. Solutions.
www.BRADFORDSYSTEMS.com

Bradford Systems
Corporate Offices

430 Country Club Drive
Bensenville, Illinois 60106

1-800-696-3453


